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Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and let H be a subset of C*(X) which separates 
points and closed sets. By embedding X into a cube whose factors are indexed by I$, a Hausdorff 
compactification eHX of X is obtained. Given two subsets F and G of C*(X) which separate 
points from closed sets, in the present paper we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the equivalence of eFX and eoX. The condition is expressed in terms of the space X and the 
sets F and G alone, herewith solving a question raised by Chandler. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class: 54D35, 54C20, 54C30 
Introduction 
Along this paper X will denote a completely regular Hausdorff space. C*(X) is 
the set of all bounded real-valued continuous functions on the space X. The subset 
B of C*(X) separates points from closed sets if given a closed set F and a point 
x&F there is f E B with f(x) & cl&(F) (R is the set of real numbers provided with 
the usual topology). A compactification of the space X is a compact Hausdorff 
space CUX and an embedding (Y :X + aX so that (Y(X) is dense in crX. We will not 
distinguish between X and o(X). It is well known that every subset B of C*(X) 
which separates points from closed sets generates a compactification e& by 
embedding X into a cube whose factors are indexed by B. We write E(.e&) for 
the set {fix : f E C*(e&)}. 
Let F and G be two subsets of C*(X) which separate points from closed sets. 
In the present paper we solve the following question posed by Chandler in [3, 
p. 711: What are necessary and sufficient conditions for F and G to generate the 
same compactification of X? The Taimanov extension theorem [8] provides a 
solution to this question [4, Theorem 3.5.51. Nevertheless the condition obtained 
in this way involves in its statement the closure operator in the spaces eFX and 
eGX. In [l, Theorem 2.11 Ball and Yokura have proved that eFX and ecX are 
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equiv&ent if and only if F c E(eGX) and F-, the set of extensions to eGX of 
elements of F, separates points of edX -X. In this paper we obtain a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the equivalence of eFX and edX, which is expressed 
in terms of the space X and the sets F and G alone. 
As we shall see later, in studying relations between the subset B of C*(X) and 
the topological properties of the compactification efi it is natural to look at the 
Lebesgue sets of the functions of B. The fundamental role of such sets is established 
below. In the matter we introduce the notion of L-separation, which is a separation 
condition with finite families of Lebesgue sets. By means of L-separation we 
characterize in the space X when two disjoint subsets of X have disjoint closures 
in ea. The above result enables us to obtain an ‘internal’ characterization of the 
extendibility over es of a function in C*(X). 
Finally, as an application of our results several conditions for the uniform 
approximation of functions in C*(X) are given. 
The results 
For notation and terminology not defined here, and for general background see 
[3] and [5]. 
Let B be a subset of C*(X) which separates points from closed sets. The 
evaluation function determined by B is the function eB :X +n {clR f(X): f~ B} 
defined by the conditions g = 7~~ 0 eB, g E B, where 7~~ is the projection from the 
product space onto clR g(X). It is known that e B is an embedding, therefore the 
closure of es(X) is a Hausdorff compactification of X which is denoted by ea. 
1. Proposition. Let H be a subset of C*(X) which separates points from closed sets. 
Then : 
(a) E(eHX) is the uniform closure of (H), where (H) is the smallest subring of 
C*(X) containing Hand all the real constant functions. 
(b) If H is a sublattice of C*(X) such that cyf and f +cw belong to H for each f E H 
and (Y E R, His uniformly dense in E(eHX). 
Proof. (a) Let g EN. If for each z E eHX we define g(z) = T&Z), then g E C*(e,X) 
and glx = g. Consequently the set H- = {d: g E H} separates the points of eHX and 
(H) c E(eHX). Let (H)- be the set of the continuous extensions over eHX of the 
functions in (H). Then (H)- is a subring of C*(e,X) which separates points and 
contains all the real constant functions. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [7] (H)- 
is uniformly dense in C*(e,X) and therefore E(eHX) is the uniform closure of (H). 
(b) If x, y are distinct points of eHX, there exists a function f E H such that 
f(x) #f(y). Given (Y, p E R, the function defined by 
h=cr+(p-a)(J-fix))l(~(‘(y)-f(x)) 
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belongs to H-, h(x) = (Y and h(y) = /3. According to the Kakutani-Stone theorem 
H” is uniformly dense in C*(e,X). 0 
Two subsets A and B of X are said to be completely separated in X if there 
exists a function f in C*(X) such that f(A) = {0}, f(B) = (1) and 0 <f< 1. It is 
known that two disjoint compact subsets of X are completely separated in X 
[5, 3.11(a)]. 
The following notion will be of central importance in our development. Suppose 
G c C*(X) and let A, B be two subsets of X. We say that G L-separates A and 
B if there exist functions gkj E G and real numbers akj < pkj S Ykj < 6kj, 1 S k G nj, 
1 G j s m such that 
A c 6 ( fi gii'([pkj, ykjl)) 
j=l k=l 
and 
B$) (3 g&(- 
j=l k=l 
For simplicity of notation we write cl,M (resp. int,M) for the closure (resp. 
interior) in efi of the subset M of e&X. 
2. Proposition. Let H be a subset of C*(X) which separates points from closed sets. 
Then disjoint subsets A and B of X have disjoint closures in euX if and only if H 
L-separates A and B. 
Proof. Necessity. Let p E cl, B. Then p&&A, therefore there exist functions 
fl,. . . ,f,EHande>Osuchthat 
fi rTTfil([ai-&, a;+&]) =0 
i=l 
where ai = mri(p), 1 c i s n. Put 
V’(P)sifil ~~1([ai-~6ai+%El) 
and 
W’(P) = ,gl K’((- o”,ai-E]UIUi+&,OO)). 
Then V(p) = V’(p)nenX is a neighborhood of p in eHX, A c W(p) = 
W’(p)nenX and V(p)n W(p) =@. The family {int, V(p): p l cl,B} is an open 
cover of cl, B. Since cl, B is compact, there exists a finite subcover 
{V(x,), * * * 9 V(x,): xi E cl, B, 1 s i s m}. Then we have that BcXn 
(V(Xl)U. * au V(x,))andA cXn W(xJn* * * n W(x,). Therefore HL-separates 
A and B. 
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Suficiency. SUppOSe that there exist functions gkj E H and real numbers ffkj < 
@kjsYkj<Skj, lckcnj, lcjcm suchthat 
A c jG (kfil gi; ([Pkh rkjl)) 
and 
mo, akjl u [Ski, m))) * 
Since the functions of H can be extended to eHX, for each k and j the sets 
skj = giji ([Pkj, ykj]) and Tkj = g;;i’ ((-00, akj] U [skj, 03)) are completely separated in 
eHX. Therefore there is a function fkj EE(eHX) such that 0 cfkj G 1, fkj(skj) = (1) 
andfkj(Tkj) = {O}.Foreachjconsiderthefunctionfi =fij A * * * ~&.Thenfi ~E(ellX), 
O~fi~l,fi(n,“i=,skj)={l}andfj(U;’=l Tkj)={O}.Finally,iff=frV***V,f~wehave 
thatfaO,fEE(eHX),f(A)={l}, andf(B)={O}. 0 
The following result about extension of maps is needed. 
Theorem (Taimanov [8]). Let S be a dense subspace of a topological space Y and 
let cp be a continuous map of S into a compact Hausdorff space T. Suppose that 24 
is a base for the closed sets of T which is closed under finite intersections. Then cp 
can be continuously extended over Y if and only if for every pair BI, BZ of disjoint 
elements of 9 the inverse images cp-‘(B1) and q0-l(B2) have disjoint closures in Y. 
If fEC*(X) and PER, we set L,(f)={xEX:f(x)dcu} and L”(f)= 
{x E X: f(x) a(~}. Sets of the form L,(f) or L”(f) are Lebesgue sets off. 
3. Corollary. Let S be a dense subspace of a topological space Y and let f E C*(S). 
Then f can be continuously extended over Y if and only if for each pair of real 
numbers (Y <p, the sets L,(f) and Le (f) have disjoint closures in Y. 
Proof. To establish the sufficiency we consider the family 8 of all finite intersections 
of the intervals {(-co, a], [p, 00): cy, p E R}. The family 93 of all finite unions of 
members of 8 is a base for the closed sets in R which is closed under finite 
intersections. Let BI and BZ be disjoint members of 93 and suppose Bi = 
Ci, U” .uC~,C:~8,1~k~n~,i=1,2.SinceC!nCiZ=0,thereexisttworeal 
numbers CY <p such that one of the sets C!, CT is contained in (-00, LY] and the 
other in [p, co). From our hypothesis we have that 
for every i and j, 1 =z i G nl, 1 <j G n2. Consequently clyfP1(B1) nclyf-‘(Bz) = 0. 
The Taimanov theorem completes the proof. Necessity follows clearly. 0 
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Remark. Evidently if every pair of disjoint Lebesgue sets off have disjoint closures 
in Y, then f can be continuously extended over Y. Nevertheless the converse is 
not true as is shown by the following example. Let N be the set of all natural 
numbers and let N* be the one-point compactification of the discrete space N. 
Consider the function f defined by f(n) = (-l)“/n, n EN. Then LO(f) nL’(f) = 0 
but clN* Lo(f) n clN* Lo(f) # 0. This example corrects an assertion stated in [2, 
Theorem 21. 
Let H1 and Hz be two subsets of C*(X). We say that HZ L-separates HI in case 
for each function fc HI, Hz L-separates L,(f) and LB(f) for every LY < /3. From 
the results of Proposition 1, Proposition 2 and Corollary 3 we obtain the following 
theorem. 
4. Theorem. Let H be a subset of C*(X) which separates points from closed sets. 
For any g E C*(X) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) There is a continuous extension of g over euX. 
(b) The function g is in the uniform closure of the smallest subring of C*(X) that 
contains Hand all the real constant functions. 
(c) H L-separates {g}. 
We give one example which seems interesting. 
5. Example. Let 4 : R + R be a bounded strictly increasing function (not necessarily 
continuous). Let g be a function in C*(R) such that lim,,_oo g(x) and lim,,, g(x) 
exist. We shall show that g can be uniformly approximated on R by polynomials 
(with real coefficients) in the function $. 
Let R’ be the set R provided with the weak topology induced by (4) which is 
finer than the usual topology on R. Then R’ is completely regular and 4 separates 
points from closed sets in R’, so by Theorem 4 it is enough to prove that {Ijl} 
L-separates L,(g) and Lp (g) for (Y < p. 
Let A = L,(g) and B = L’(g). Since (Y < /3, A and B are not both unbounded 
above and are not both unbounded below, using this fact it is easy to show that 
there exist closed intervals Jr,. . . ,J,, K1,. . .,K, such that KinKi=@ if i#j, 
JicintKi,BnKi=B, 1SiSn andAcUF=,Ji. 
Put n=inf{~(x):x~R}andS=sup{~(x):x~R}. For i=l,...,n 1etJI (resp. 
RI) be [$(a), 9(b)l, [v, IL@)1 or [4(a), 61 (rev. (--00, da)lu [9(b), a), [4(b), 00) 
or (-co, 4(a)] according as Ji (resp. Ki) is [a, b], (-a, b] or [a, CO). Hence $(A) c 
Uy=, JI and rJI(B) cn;=, K:, so 9 L-separates A and B. It follows that (4) 
L-separates {g}. Cl 
From Theorem 4 we obtain the following result which is our solution to Chandler’s 
question. 
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6. Theorem. Let HI and HZ be two subsets of C*(X) which separates points from 
closed sets. Then eH,X G eH,Xif and only if Hz L-separates HI. The compactifications 
eH,X and eu,X are equivalent if and only if H2 L-separates HI and HI L-separates 
HZ. 
By a zero-set in X is meant the set of zeros of a real-valued continuous function 
on X. Let us note that each Lebesgue set of a function in C*(X) is a zero-set in X. 
7. Theorem (Hewitt [6]). Let H be a subset of C*(X) which separates points from 
closed sets. If H L-separates every pair of disjoint zero-sets in X, then the smallest 
subring of C*(X) containing Hand all real constant functions is uniformly dense in 
c*(x). 
Proof. Let f E C*(X) and (Y, /3 E R such that (Y cP. Since L,(f) and L’(f) are 
disjoint zero-sets in X we have that H L-separates L,(f) and L’(f). The result 
therefore follows from Theorem 4. 0 
Another consequence of Theorem 4 is the following. 
8. Theorem. Let H be a sublattice of C*(X) which separates points from closed sets. 
Suppose that for each (Y E R and f E H the functions af and f +(Y are in H. Then for 
a function g E C*(X) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The function g is in the uniform closure of H. 
(b) The function g is in the uniform closure of the smallest subring of C*(X) that 
contains H. 
(c) If~<p,thereexistshEHsuchthatsup{h(x):xEL,(g)}<inf{h(x):~EL~(g)}. 
Proof. From Proposition 1 (a) and (b) are equivalent. By Theorem 4 (c) implies 
(b). Suppose (a) and let cy <p. Given E > 0, E <t(P -a), there is a function h E H 
such that Ih(x)-g(x)lcs for every XEX. Then L,(g)cL,+,(h) and Le(g)c 
Lo-‘(h). 0 
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